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Interactive Visual Cluster Analysis by Contrastive Dimensionality

Reduction

Jiazhi Xia, Linquan Huang, Weixing Lin, Xin Zhao, Jing Wu, Yang Chen, Ying Zhao, and Wei Chen

Fig. 1. The embedding results by dimensionality reduction techniques. Top: the embedding results of the Indian Food dataset [4]
by (a) ISOMAP, (b) t-SNE, (c) UMAP, and (d) CDR (the Contrastive Dimensionality Reduction), respectively. The data points are
color-encoded by class labels. Bottom: the interactive analysis of the Animals dataset [26] by CDR. (e) The initial embedding result. (f)
A must link is added to merge the butterfly clusters. (g) An additional cannot link (orange), and an additional must link (red) are added
to separate the spider and the butterfly clusters. (h) The updated embedding result after the cannot link and must link interactions.

Abstract—We propose a contrastive dimensionality reduction approach (CDR) for interactive visual cluster analysis. Although
dimensionality reduction of high-dimensional data is widely used in visual cluster analysis in conjunction with scatterplots, there are
several limitations on effective visual cluster analysis. First, it is non-trivial for an embedding to present clear visual cluster separation
when keeping neighborhood structures. Second, as cluster analysis is a subjective task, user steering is required. However, it
is also non-trivial to enable interactions in dimensionality reduction. To tackle these problems, we introduce contrastive learning
into dimensionality reduction for high-quality embedding. We then redefine the gradient of the loss function to the negative pairs
to enhance the visual cluster separation of embedding results. Based on the contrastive learning scheme, we employ link-based
interactions to steer embeddings. After that, we implement a prototype visual interface that integrates the proposed algorithms and a
set of visualizations. Quantitative experiments demonstrate that CDR outperforms existing techniques in terms of preserving correct
neighborhood structures and improving visual cluster separation. The ablation experiment demonstrates the effectiveness of gradient
redefinition. The user study verifies that CDR outperforms t-SNE and UMAP in the task of cluster identification. We also showcase two
use cases on real-world datasets to present the effectiveness of link-based interactions.

Index Terms—Dimensionality reduction, visual cluster analysis, contrastive learning
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As visual cluster analysis is an inherent human-in-the-loop task that
lacks a universal ground truth, it usually employs dimensionality re-
duction (DR) techniques to support the visualization and exploration
of cluster patterns [9, 84, 87]. Many DR techniques, such as t-SNE
and UMAP, employ a “proximity ≈ similarity” metaphor, in which the
similarity between a pair of points is retained by the distance between
their 2D embeddings [82]. Therefore, points gathered together in the
embedding space can visually form implicit clusters. In this paper, we
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propose an interactive DR technique for visual cluster analysis.

Although existing DR techniques are widely used in visual cluster
analysis, their results are often not satisfactory. Fig. 1 shows the embed-
ding results on the Indian Food dataset [4] from three widely used DR
methods. We can see, when using ISOMAP [73], the data points are
heavily confused, making it extremely difficult to identify clusters. For
t-SNE [76] and UMAP [55], which are considered more state-of-the-art
DR methods [28, 62, 78], their results have better separations between
clusters. However, it would still be confusing to identify all the clus-
ters without the color encoding of class labels, which are usually not
provided in clustering tasks. Moreover, it is unclear how users can
steer these embeddings. From these limitations, we identify three major
requirements for a DR technique to support interactive visual cluster
analysis.

The first is to correctly construct the neighborhood structures and
faithfully preserve them in the embedding space. This ensures a trust-
worthy presentation of cluster patterns, which is the prerequisite for vi-
sual cluster analysis. The state-of-the-art t-SNE and UMAP techniques
explicitly or implicitly use the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) to represent
the neighborhood structures. However, kNN unavoidably has mistakes
due to the limitations of Euclidean similarity measures, as data dis-
similarities might be inherently non-Euclidean [57]. Under Euclidean
similarity, data points in different manifolds might be considered as
k-nearest neighbors of each other. Furthermore, preserving correct
neighbors in the embedding space is also non-trivial. Missing neigh-
bors and false neighbors often occur in existing DR techniques [52, 57].
Several parametric techniques, such as parametric UMAP [67], para-
metric t-SNE [75], and Deep recursive embedding [92], are proposed.
However, their performances in terms of neighborhood preservation
are worse than the state-of-the-art non-parametric techniques. It is still
an open problem to present a high-quality parametric DR technique.

The second is to achieve clear visual cluster separation in the low-
dimensional space, which can enhance users’ confidence and speed
up the process of identifying clusters. Neither t-SNE nor UMAP is
favorable in this matter. As shown in Fig. 1, both methods achieved
relatively low Silhouette Coefficient (SC) scores (t-SNE: 0.466; UMAP:
0.610) and have visual confusion between clusters. Existing work has
been devoted to linear DR techniques that visually discriminate labeled
classes [80]. However, it is unclear how to improve visual cluster
separation for datasets without class labels. Moreover, although DR
techniques aim to preserve neighborhood structures, separating clusters
in the embedding space would destroy the structure if two clusters are
not well-separated in the high-dimensional space. It is non-trivial to
both separate the clusters and preserve the neighborhood. Often there
is a trade-off between the two.

The third is to support effective interactions for human-in-the-loop
analysis. Users would like to steer the low-dimensional embeddings
using their domain knowledge, e.g., two points should be in the same
cluster or belong to different clusters. Although several interactive
embedding techniques have been developed [31, 45, 47, 49], there are
few research efforts on steering DR for visual cluster analysis. Perez et
al. [60] allow users to manipulate a single parameter to generating sep-
arated clusters. However, the interaction on parameters is not intuitive
and requires model knowledge. An intuitive interactive non-linear DR
technique is still an open problem.

To fulfill these requirements, we propose a contrastive dimension-
ality reduction technique (CDR) for interactive visual cluster analysis.
Contrastive learning, which is a self-supervised representation learning
method, has achieved great success in distinguishing similar/dissimilar
data points [23,37]. Therefore, we firstly introduce contrastive learn-
ing into dimensionality reduction to better preserve the neighborhood
structures and present trustworthy cluster patterns. We thus carefully
design the positive/negative pairs and adapt the contrastive loss in the
context of dimensionality reduction. Secondly, with the aim of facili-
tating visual cluster analysis, we further improve the proposed CDR
method to achieve better visual cluster separation while keeping the
neighborhood structures. To achieve that, we redefine the gradient
of the loss function to negative pairs, so that the model can distin-
guish similarity/dissimilarity not only between data points but also

between clusters. Thirdly, we introduce link-based constraints into
CDR. This enables user interactions through must link and cannot
link operations, supporting users’ steering of embeddings with domain
knowledge. An iterative interaction-and-refine analysis loop is sup-
ported to further reduce the interactive burden. With the proposed
interactive contrastive dimensionality reduction method, we also de-
velop a prototype interface that integrates the proposed method and a set
of visualizations for interactive visual cluster analysis. Through quanti-
tative comparisons on real-world datasets, we show that the proposed
CDR outperforms t-SNE and UMAP in presenting trustworthy and
presenting well-separated cluster patterns. The ablation experiments
show the effectiveness of the proposed method. We also demonstrate
the effectiveness of CDR in interactive visual cluster analysis through
a user study and two use cases. The code for the proposed CDR is
available at https://github.com/DRLib/CDR.

In summary, our major contributions are:
• We propose a contrastive dimensionality reduction (CDR) method,

introducing contrastive learning into dimensionality reduction
and improving contrastive loss to achieve better neighborhood
preservation and visual cluster separation.

• We introduce link-based interactions into CDR to capture user
intentions for interactive visual cluster analysis.

• Extensive quantitative comparisons, a user study, and two case
studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed CDR, com-
pared with popular DR methods (e.g., t-SNE and UMAP).

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Visual cluster analysis

Visual cluster analysis leverages visualization techniques to understand
and explore data features, clustering models, and cluster patterns. Data
features, such as statistical distribution and aggregated statistics of
dimensions, characterize how feature distributions in dimensions af-
fect the clustering results, enabling an understanding of the relations
between clusters and relevant dimensions. They can be visualized
with statistical charts such as glyph [64], histogram [18], and parallel
coordinates [2, 42]. In addition to directly visualizing the statistical fea-
tures, reordering them [53, 63], either in parallel coordinates [13] or in
similarity matrix [91], is an effective way of clustering since instances
with similar features can be closely placed through various reordering
strategies. Combining visualization with clustering models allows
users to understand, steer, and adjust clustering models. For example,
hierarchical clustering structures can be explored using heatmap [69]
or tree [86] to guide the refinement of clustering results. Moreover,
visually encoding models like classification labels aid in examining the
correlation of instance attributes within clusters [29]. Recent efforts
have been made toward adopting DR techniques to explore cluster
patterns in the embedding space [82]. In particular, the DR techniques
can be used jointly with clustering algorithms, either prior to the cluster-
ing [56,88] or after the clustering [21,30,48], to explicitly form clusters
in a 2D embedding space. DR techniques that adopt a “proximity ≈
similarity” metaphor can be directly visualized to retain implicit clus-
ters [19, 66], establishing the most intuitive relations with the original
clustering structures in the high-dimensional space. Since the transfor-
mation might result in distortions that make the relative positions of the
cluster instances unreliable [39], the challenge is to retain—as much
as possible—the neighborhood structures while obtaining high-quality,
well-separated clusters. Our approach leverages contrastive learning
with interactive clustering to tackle this challenge.

2.2 Interactive clustering

Interactive clustering leverages end-users’ domain knowledge to steer
the automatic clustering processes. Many different interactive oper-
ations have been provided to support the steering processes, such as
adjusting the features or weights of cluster instances [11, 58], parame-
terizing the underlying models [3, 6, 14, 22], or directly manipulating
clustering results (e.g., by splitting or merging clusters) [10, 20]. How-
ever, these techniques either require a strong knowledge of underlying
models or rely on the injection of domain-specific knowledge from
external sources. To alleviate the cognitive costs, initial efforts have



been made toward micro-level interactions that focus on relation-based
variables among samples in supervised settings. They can be visually
manipulable and are independent of specific domains and underlying
models. For example, users can adjust embedding distances among
particular cluster instances [15, 25], specifying their relations [85], or
directly establish must link and cannot link constraints for pairwise
instances to refine various dimensionality reduction models [50]. The
link-based interactions for clustering algorithms inspire our application
of steering embeddings for interactive visual cluster analysis.

2.3 Interactive dimensionality reduction

A few dimensionality reduction techniques support an interactive
DR process where users interactively steer the DR models in semi-
automatic settings. Most existing techniques allow users to tweak
underlying parameterizations, either for feature weights [19, 40, 81] or
directly switching among different DR models [24,48]. To alleviate the
cognitive costs required by parameterizing the underlying models, the
observation-level interactions are proposed to directly interact with data
points within the embeddings. For example, techniques described in
Brown et al. [15] and Endert et al. [31] allow users to directly adjust the
positions of data points from which the hidden parameters like weighted
distance functions are updated accordingly. Besides, individual points
can be assigned as control points whose position adjustment would
dynamically modify the global layout of embeddings [41, 54]. Tech-
niques like interAxis [45] and AxiSketcher [49] allow users to directly
manipulate data points, e.g., sketching them in lines, for specifying
their dimensional relations upon which the embeddings are dynami-
cally updated. Instead of using the above interactions, however, it is
desired to leverage link constraints to provide explicit effects on the
similarity matrix of embeddings [17]. Similar to our method, link-
based interactions have been introduced to embedding techniques like
Multidimensional Scaling [47] and kernel PCA [16] where the distance
matrix of the embedding can be refined according to the link-based
constraints. Unfortunately, they are not optimized for visual cluster
separation, leading to relatively poor performance [5]. Few initial ef-
forts have been made toward utilizing interactive DR for facilitating
clustering analysis. For example, the technique proposed by Perez et
al. [60] allows users to manipulate a single parameter for generating
well-separated clusters while preserving the original structures in the
high-dimensional space. Compared with these methods, the proposed
approach enables direct constraints on individual data points.

3 METHOD

In this section, we describe our approach to interactive visual cluster
analysis. Firstly, we introduce contrastive learning into dimensionality
reduction to better preserve neighborhood structures. Secondly, we
redefine the gradient of the loss function to negative pairs for improv-
ing the visual cluster separation. Thirdly, we introduce link-based
interactions, including must link and cannot link, into CDR to enable
users’ steering of embeddings. We also implement a prototype interface
that integrates the proposed techniques and a set of visualizations for
interactive visual cluster analysis.

3.1 Contrastive Learning Based Embedding

Contrastive learning, which is a self-supervised representation learning
approach, has achieved great success in instance discrimination in
computer vision tasks [23, 37]. Generally, it pulls similar instances
together and pushes apart dissimilar instances to learn an effective
embedding [74]. The similar and dissimilar relationship are represented
by positive pairs and negative pairs, respectively. The embedding
network is trained with a contrastive loss function that measures the
loss on point pairs. To leverage the ability of contrastive learning, we
introduce it in dimensionality reduction for visual cluster analysis. In

our approach, the embedding function is f (·) : X → Z, where X ∈R
n×d

represents n high-dimensional data points with the dimensionality d.
Z ∈ R

n×2 is the embedded data points.
Positive Pairs. The positive pairs specify the similar relationship
between points. In computer vision tasks, the positive pairs are often
specified by data augmentation techniques [23, 37, 74], such as rotating

an image, to provide instance discrimination ability. Different from
computer vision tasks, we look for cluster-level discrimination rather
than instance discrimination. Therefore, we need to specify the pair
belonging to the same cluster as a positive pair. We note that the k-
nearest neighbors (kNN) [61] are widely considered as belonging to the
same classes/clusters, e.g., the kNN-based classification algorithms [89,
90]. Therefore, for each xi ∈ X , we sample one point x j in its kNN to
construct a positive pair P(xi,x j). The sampling probability is defined
based on UMAP [55]. Specifically, the probability that point xi and
point x j are a positive pair is computed as

pi j = (p j|i + pi| j)− p j|i pi| j (1)

where p j|i is the conditional probability, which is defined as

p j|i = exp

(

−
dist(xi,x j)−ρi

σi

)

(2)

where dist(xi,x j) denotes the Euclidean distance between two points.
The ρi is the distance from xi to its nearest neighbor. The σi is the
normalization term calculated as the sum of the probability that point
xi is paired to its k-nearest neighbors.
Negative Pairs. With only positive pairs, the model would collapse
to embed all points into the same position [35]. Therefore, we need
to specify negative pairs to pull dissimilar points apart. Following the
common strategy used in contrastive learning [23], for each point xi, its
negative counterparts are considered as all other points, excluding the
positive counterparts. Since dissimilar neighbors have a higher proba-
bility of being sampled as negative counterparts than similar neighbors,
this strategy ensures balanced positions for dissimilar neighbors in the
embedding and thus alleviates the model collapse issue. Specifically, in
each iteration, the training data is randomly grouped into equal-sized
batches. In our implementation, we set the number of batches as 10.
Each batch contains B points and their counterparts of positive pairs.
Therefore, each batch finally has 2B points. For each point in a batch,
the other 2(B−1) points, excluding itself and its counterpart of positive
pairs, are specified as its counterparts of negative pairs N(xi,x j).
The Contrastive Loss Function. We adopt the NT-Xent (the normal-
ized temperature-scaled cross entropy loss) [72] as the contrastive loss
function and adapt it for dimensionality reduction. In a training batch,
the NT-Xent of point zi is defined as

LNT (zi) =− log
exp

(

qi j/τ
)

∑
2B
k=1✶[k ̸=i] exp(qik/τ)

(3)

where ✶[k ̸=i] ∈ {0,1} is an indicator function evaluating to 1 if k ̸= i

and τ denotes a temperature parameter. qi j represents the similarity
between zi and z j , which are the embeddings of xi and x j , respectively.
Ideally, we define the similarity between zi and z j [55] as

S(zi,z j) =

{

1 if ∥zi − z j∥2 ≤ ξ

exp
(

−
(

∥zi − z j∥2 −ξ
))

otherwise
(4)

where ξ is the minimum embedding distance between two points, and
its default value is 0.1. However, this definition is non-differentiable.
Instead, we define qi j using a Student t-distribution with one degree of
freedom to approximate S(zi,z j) as

qi j =
1

1+a(||zi − z j||
2
2)

b
(5)

where a and b are chosen by non-linear least squares fitting against the
curve of S.

Compared to the cross entropy loss, the NT-Xent adds a temperature
parameter τ . As mentioned above, the kNN of a point in the high-
dimensional space may contain points in different clusters. Simply
preserving all k-nearest neighbors in the low-dimensional space would
retain these errors in the embedding results. Therefore, we would like to
strengthen the ability to discriminate against negative pairs, especially



Fig. 2. The gradients with respect to the negative similarity qi j.(a) Gradi-
ents of NT-Xent loss under different τ values.(b) Gradients with respect to
the negative similarity after gradient redefinition. On the basis of τ = 0.15

and the skewed distribution of SN(-40, 0.11, 0.13).

the negative pairs with high similarity. Considering the gradient of
NT-Xent with respect to the similarity qi j of a negative pair N(zi,z j),

∂LNT (zi)

∂qi j
=

1

τ

exp(qi j/τ)

∑
2B
k=1✶[k ̸=i] exp(qik/τ)

(6)

Fig. 2 (a) presents the gradients corresponding to different values of τ .
When τ equals 1, the NT-Xent degenerates to the cross entropy loss.
For the gradient to negative pairs with high similarity (the right part
of the curve), when the τ becomes lower, its value is also increased.
However, a high value of τ also depresses the gradient to negative pairs
with medium similarity. Therefore, we choose τ = 0.15 in default.

3.2 Improving Visual Cluster Separation by Gradient Re-
definition

Preserving the neighborhood structures does not ensure sufficient sepa-
rations between clusters for visual cluster analysis. Two discriminated
clusters may still be close to each other in the embedding space and
require effort to visually identify them. Therefore, we need to improve
the visual cluster separation of embedding results.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), if negative pairs have low similarity, the
gradients would be low as well. As a consequence, the contribution
of these negative pairs to the optimization of embedding would be
small. Given the fact that the points of a negative pair often belong to
different clusters, we can increase their contribution to the embedding
by increasing the gradients to these negative pairs. The increased
contribution would result in a larger distance between the two clusters.
Therefore, we redefine the gradients to negative pairs to enhance the
visual cluster separation.

The challenge, however, lies in finding the appropriate part of nega-
tive pairs to redefine. Simply increasing the gradients to all negative
pairs would break the balance between positive and negative pairs. The
negative pairs with high similarity would also introduce errors into the
training because they have the probability of belonging to the same
cluster. Therefore, we decide to increase the gradient to the negative
pairs with a high probability of being placed across two different clus-
ters. We select 25 real-world datasets from UCI Repository [7], train 25
corresponding contrastive learning models, and count the negative pairs
to obtain their statistics. Here we use class labels as the ground truth.
Because the embedding has corrected part of false neighbors, we count
the similarity qi j in the embedding space rather than the probability
pi j in the high-dimensional space. Fig. 3 shows that most negative
pairs have a similarity that is lower than 0.1. In such a situation, the
number of pairs placed across two clusters is 10 times the number of
pairs belonging to the same cluster.

Based on the statistics, we want to only increase the gradients to
the negative pairs whose similarity is low and, meanwhile, keep the
loss differentiable. The NT-Xent shows that an exponential gradient
with respect to the negative similarity works well in separating negative
pairs. We thus would like to add a similar but smaller distribution to the
gradient in the low band of the similarity to separate clusters. However,
directly adding a cut curve will lead to discontinuity in the gradient.
Therefore, we choose a positively skewed distribution, which is similar

to the exponential distribution on its left and continues with zero on its
right. Specifically, the skewed distribution SN(η ,µ,σ) is defined as

sn(qi j) =
2

σ
Θ

(

qi j −µ

σ

)

Φ

(

η
qi j −µ

σ

)

(7)

where µ denotes the location, η is the skewness, and σ is the strictly
positive scale. Θ(·) is the standard normal probability density function,
and Φ(·) is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. In
our implementation, we set µ as 0.11, σ as 0.13, and η as -40.

Based on the positively skewed distribution, we redefine the gradient
to the negative pair N(zi,z j) as

∂ L̄(zi)

∂qi j
:=

1

τ

exp(qi j/τ)

∑
2B
k=1✶[k ̸=i] exp(qik/τ)

+αi ·
sn(qi j)

∑
2B
k=1✶[k ̸=i]sn(qik)

(8)

where αi is the weight parameter that balances the scales of two terms,

αi = 5 ·
exp(qmax

i j /τ)

∑
2B
k=1✶[k ̸=i] exp(qik/τ)

·
∑

2B
k=1✶[k ̸=i]sn(qik)

sn(qmax
i j )

(9)

where qmax
i j is the negative pair with the maximum gradient under

positively skewed distribution. Finally, the curve of redefined gradient
is shown in Fig. 2 (b).

3.3 Link-based Steering of Embedding

We introduce link-based interactions into the proposed CDR to steer
the embedding results. Must link and cannot link constraints are widely
used in interactive clustering algorithms because it is convenient to
make use of the user’s instance-level knowledge [79, 85]. Must link
refers to specifying two points to be clustered into the same cluster. On
the contrary, cannot link specifies two points that cannot be grouped in
a single cluster in the clustering.

Given a pre-trained embedding, the steering process starts by specify-
ing link-based constraints from users. Then, the probability pi j between
the points of the specified links is modified in the high-dimensional
space. Specifically, we set the probability of must link pairs as 1 and
that of cannot link pairs as 0. Next, the must link pairs, if specified, are
added to the positive pairs. As the number of negative pairs is usually
large, adding a few negative pairs would have little impact on the model.
Therefore, we add the cannot link pairs into the positive pairs rather
than negative pairs. During the training, we set the similarity of a
cannot link pair (zi,z j) in the low-dimensional space as 1−qi j to push
them apart. After the embedding is updated, users can specify more
link constraints to refine the model iteratively.

3.4 Network Structure and Training Process

Network Structure. The input of our model are high-dimensional
data points. For image data, we emply SimCLR [23] to transfer it into
a 512-dimensional vector. Similar to SimCLR [23], our training model
has an encoder that learns the representation of data and a projection

Fig. 3. The distribution of negative pairs in similarity. The stacked bars
represent the ratio of two kinds of bars.
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Fig. 4. The network structure of CDR.

head that embeds the representation into a 2-dimensional embedding
space (Fig. 4). The encoder is a Dense Neural Network that consists
of four densely-connected layers. The four layers contain 128, 256,
256, and 512 units, respectively. We add a batch normalization layer
after each layer to avoid the gradient vanishing. A ReLU activation
function is applied to each layer. The projection head contains a densely-
connected layer with 512 units, a ReLU activation function, and a
densely-connected layer with 2 units.
Training Process. We employ the Adam optimizer for network training,
with an initial learning rate of 0.001. The learning rate is successively
decayed by 10% when the number of epochs reaches 0.8E and 0.9E.
E denotes the total number of epochs, which is set as 1000 in our
implementation. The batch size is set as B = n/10, where n is the size
of the dataset. Because the trained model is used to embed the training
dataset only, all data points are used for training. We adopt a multi-
stage training strategy: 1) we use the NT-Xent to warm up the model
for 150 epochs; 2) we train the model with gradient redefinition for 700
epochs; and 3) we use the NT-Xent again to obtain a stable embedding
with 150 epochs. When users specify link-based constraints, we sample
30% data points for fine-tuning the model. We use fewer epochs than
the initial training to update the embeddings. The default is 30 epochs.
The first 85% epochs use the proposed gradient redefinition, and the
last 15% epochs use the adapted NT-Xent.

3.5 The Prototype Interface

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed interactive visual
cluster analysis, we develop a visual interface that integrates CDR with
a set of interactive visualizations (Fig. 5). The interface provides a
control panel (Fig. 5(a)) for steering parameters. Embedding results
are represented in a scatterplot view (Fig. 5(b)). If the dataset contains
images, thumbnails of randomly sampled images can be displayed
simultaneously in the picture view. In addition, a parallel coordinates
plot is utilized to explore the high-dimensional features of data points
(Fig. 5(c)). If the dimensionality of a dataset is too high, users can apply
Principal Component Analysis [1] to reduce the dimensionality so that
only the major information is represented. The link board records the
link-based constraints specified by users (Fig. 5(d)). The context of
each constrained link is displayed in a thumbnail, where the link is
highlighted in a heatmap of the scatterplot view. The four views are
coordinated to support the CDR while allowing users to interactively
examine the dimensional features and steering the embedding results
through link-based interactions.

Fig. 5. Interactive visual cluster analysis with CDR.

4 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

4.1 Quantitative Evaluation

In this section, we use quantitative experiments to evaluate CDR with-
out user steering. The experimental environment uses a desktop PC
with Intel Core i9-7900X (3.30 GHz), NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti,
128 GB memory, and Windows 10 installed.
Datasets. We use 10 real-world datasets including Animals [26],
Cifar10 [46], Indian Food [4], Isolet [33], MNIST [51], Stanford
Dogs [44], Texture [7], USPS [38], Weathers [77] and WiFi [12]. The
types of data contain image data, tabular data, and text data. All of
them have at least two clusters and have class labels as the ground truth.
DR techniques. For comparison, we select five non-parametric DR
techniques , i.e., ISOMAP [73], Landmark ISOMAP (LISOMAP) [70],
t-SNE [76], AtSNE [34], and UMAP [55]; and four parametric DR
techniqcues, i.e., Parametric t-SNE (PtSNE) [75], Parametric UMAP
(PUMAP) [67], Deep Recursive Embedding (DRE) [92], and the
Dimensionality Reduction by Learning an Invariant Mapping (Dr-
LIM) [36]. Although there are many contrastive learning applications
in computer vision, to the best of our knowledge, DrLIM is the only
contrastive learning technique for general DR tasks. We employ the im-
plementation of ISOMAP, t-SNE, and UMAP in the sklearn library. For
other techniques, we use the code published by their authors. Because
we cannot find the code of LISOMAP, we implement it according to
the paper. In the ablation experiments, we test the contrastive learning
framework with Cross Entropy (CE), NT-Xent (NX-CDR), and gradient
redefinition (CDR). All results are without user steering.
Parameters. We set the perplexity of t-SNE , AtSNE and PtSNE
as 30, and the size of kNN neighbor in UMAP, PUMAP, ISOMAP
and LISOMAP as k = 15, following the settings in previous stud-
ies [55, 67, 76, 84]. The other parameters of these techniques are set as
their default values. In consistency with UMAP, we set k = 15 in CE,
NX-CDR, and CDR. UMAP, t-SNE and AtSNE are optimized with
1000 iterations to ensure convergence on all tested datasets. For all
the parametric techniques, we use the same network architecture as
described in Section 3.4 and also trained them for 1000 epochs.

4.1.1 Measures

From literature review [32, 68], we employ six measures to evaluate
the DR techniques. Specifically, we select Trustworthiness & Con-
tinuity [43] for preserving neighborhood structures, kNN classifier
accuracy [27] & Neighbor Hit [59] for correcting false neighbors,
and Distance Consistency [71] & Silhouette Coefficient [65] for visual
cluster separation. For the first four measures that need to specify the
kNN, we set k = 15, which is consistent with the tested techniques.

Trustworthiness measures how much the kNN neighborhood of a
point in the embedding space reflects the true neighborhood in the
high-dimensional space.

Continuity measures how much the kNN neighborhood of a point in
the high-dimensional space is preserved in the embedding space.

k-NN classifier accuracy (kNN-CA) measures the accuracy of the
kNN-based classification in the embedding space. For each point, we
predict its class label by majority voting of its kNN in the embedding
space. A high kNN-CA close to 1 indicates a high consistency between
points and their kNN in terms of classification.

Neighbor Hit (NH) measures the proportion of points in the kNN
that belong to the same cluster as their center point in the embedding
space. A high NH that is close to 1 indicates good quality. On the
contrary, a low NH that is close to 0 indicates that many false neighbors
are preserved in the embedding space.

Distance Consistency (DSC) is the proportion of points which have
the same class as their nearest class centroids. DSC is the best separa-
tion measure according to Sedlmair and Aupetit [68].

Silhouette Coefficient (SC) measures the difference of between-
class and within-class average distances normalized by the maximum
of them. Compared to DSC which measures the point-class relationship,
SC evaluates separation from a class-class perspective. It is also widely
used in measuring visual class separation.

Except for SC, which is ranged from -1 to 1, the other five measures
are normalized to [0,1]. Higher value refers to higher quality for all six



Table 1. Comparisons of Trustworthiness

Dataset ISOMAP LISOMAP t-SNE AtSNE UMAP PtSNE PUMAP DRE DrLIM CE NX-CDR CDR

Animals 0.755 0.762 0.969 0.958 0.932 0.956 0.927 0.872 0.829 0.927 0.966 0.968

Cifar10 0.760 0.736 0.974 0.964 0.944 0.966 0.938 0.845 0.868 0.935 0.968 0.972

Indian Food 0.805 0.783 0.982 0.980 0.972 0.974 0.966 0.867 0.934 0.960 0.982 0.983

Isolet 0.926 0.907 0.980 0.972 0.975 0.973 0.970 0.705 0.932 0.974 0.977 0.981

MNIST 0.755 0.760 0.978 0.968 0.958 0.968 0.947 0.872 0.786 0.953 0.974 0.977

Stanford Dogs 0.858 0.843 0.972 0.967 0.963 0.965 0.958 0.677 0.937 0.954 0.971 0.971

Texture 0.964 0.955 0.997 0.992 0.994 0.993 0.993 0.944 0.974 0.991 0.996 0.996

USPS 0.833 0.831 0.985 0.980 0.970 0.981 0.965 0.911 0.875 0.969 0.980 0.982

Weathers 0.795 0.797 0.942 0.931 0.934 0.926 0.912 0.707 0.851 0.923 0.950 0.952

WiFi 0.937 0.925 0.982 0.980 0.976 0.965 0.964 0.884 0.956 0.969 0.980 0.982

Average 0.839 0.830 0.976 0.969 0.962 0.967 0.954 0.828 0.894 0.956 0.974 0.977

Table 2. Comparisons of Continuity

Dataset ISOMAP LISOMAP t-SNE AtSNE UMAP PtSNE PUMAP DRE DrLIM CE NX-CDR CDR

Animals 0.935 0.929 0.955 0.951 0.957 0.957 0.960 0.930 0.957 0.947 0.947 0.948

Cifar10 0.946 0.923 0.976 0.968 0.973 0.976 0.976 0.953 0.977 0.966 0.970 0.966

Indian Food 0.941 0.920 0.970 0.970 0.970 0.974 0.972 0.919 0.971 0.961 0.967 0.965

Isolet 0.944 0.932 0.976 0.975 0.979 0.982 0.980 0.819 0.978 0.981 0.981 0.980

MNIST 0.949 0.941 0.967 0.966 0.967 0.966 0.966 0.937 0.953 0.957 0.962 0.962

Stanford Dogs 0.940 0.926 0.965 0.967 0.963 0.965 0.964 0.812 0.963 0.938 0.960 0.959

Texture 0.985 0.981 0.992 0.989 0.990 0.994 0.993 0.969 0.993 0.989 0.991 0.990

USPS 0.967 0.954 0.978 0.979 0.980 0.983 0.981 0.963 0.973 0.978 0.980 0.979

Weathers 0.896 0.874 0.951 0.943 0.952 0.954 0.954 0.809 0.929 0.943 0.955 0.951

WiFi 0.963 0.948 0.976 0.968 0.978 0.978 0.979 0.916 0.979 0.974 0.979 0.978

Average 0.947 0.933 0.971 0.967 0.971 0.973 0.972 0.903 0.967 0.964 0.969 0.968

Table 3. Comparisons of kNN-CA

Dataset ISOMAP LISOMAP t-SNE AtSNE UMAP PtSNE PUMAP DRE DrLIM CE NX-CDR CDR

Animals 0.586 0.600 0.883 0.875 0.886 0.906 0.888 0.879 0.754 0.908 0.904 0.905

Cifar10 0.636 0.660 0.939 0.912 0.933 0.940 0.943 0.920 0.856 0.939 0.943 0.945

Indian Food 0.647 0.618 0.955 0.957 0.947 0.955 0.956 0.877 0.900 0.954 0.958 0.958

Isolet 0.901 0.906 0.990 0.985 0.991 0.988 0.983 0.545 0.640 0.991 0.994 0.995

MNIST 0.524 0.560 0.943 0.935 0.935 0.931 0.897 0.838 0.501 0.953 0.958 0.964

Stanford Dogs 0.795 0.728 0.966 0.972 0.972 0.974 0.961 0.506 0.938 0.803 0.971 0.978

Texture 0.842 0.796 0.980 0.940 0.972 0.945 0.955 0.942 0.757 0.974 0.983 0.986

USPS 0.704 0.699 0.992 0.986 0.987 0.981 0.964 0.931 0.740 0.991 0.994 0.996

Weathers 0.822 0.880 0.980 0.981 0.981 0.983 0.982 0.721 0.944 0.982 0.983 0.983

WiFi 0.984 0.978 0.986 0.984 0.984 0.984 0.985 0.965 0.975 0.983 0.984 0.985

Average 0.744 0.743 0.961 0.953 0.959 0.959 0.951 0.812 0.800 0.948 0.967 0.970

Table 4. Comparisons of Neighbor Hit

Dataset ISOMAP LISOMAP t-SNE AtSNE UMAP PtSNE PUMAP DRE DrLIM CE NX-CDR CDR

Animals 0.491 0.514 0.841 0.834 0.842 0.863 0.851 0.827 0.679 0.861 0.863 0.869

Cifar10 0.568 0.583 0.914 0.883 0.913 0.915 0.922 0.891 0.815 0.920 0.924 0.926

Indian Food 0.579 0.539 0.933 0.934 0.937 0.932 0.937 0.815 0.857 0.934 0.941 0.943

Isolet 0.878 0.869 0.983 0.967 0.985 0.977 0.976 0.393 0.569 0.982 0.985 0.988

MNIST 0.434 0.474 0.911 0.904 0.892 0.895 0.843 0.751 0.427 0.928 0.932 0.939

Stanford Dogs 0.720 0.665 0.943 0.942 0.957 0.956 0.950 0.342 0.903 0.741 0.956 0.965

Texture 0.795 0.731 0.963 0.916 0.957 0.913 0.933 0.920 0.691 0.964 0.971 0.979

USPS 0.610 0.617 0.986 0.979 0.977 0.968 0.941 0.896 0.671 0.990 0.991 0.993

Weathers 0.771 0.839 0.964 0.951 0.968 0.972 0.972 0.594 0.909 0.968 0.971 0.972

WiFi 0.975 0.969 0.976 0.975 0.977 0.976 0.973 0.949 0.965 0.972 0.974 0.978

Average 0.682 0.680 0.941 0.928 0.940 0.937 0.930 0.738 0.749 0.926 0.951 0.955

Table 5. Comparisons of DSC

Dataset ISOMAP LISOMAP t-SNE AtSNE UMAP PtSNE PUMAP DRE DrLIM CE NX-CDR CDR

Animals 0.557 0.580 0.846 0.733 0.862 0.869 0.875 0.828 0.739 0.885 0.878 0.895

Cifar10 0.505 0.565 0.904 0.714 0.930 0.870 0.938 0.880 0.830 0.923 0.903 0.941

Indian Food 0.600 0.585 0.935 0.901 0.940 0.926 0.943 0.793 0.848 0.925 0.938 0.956

Isolet 0.859 0.887 0.985 0.948 0.987 0.976 0.981 0.277 0.573 0.987 0.984 0.990

MNIST 0.488 0.512 0.835 0.821 0.899 0.816 0.843 0.754 0.470 0.929 0.940 0.961

Stanford Dogs 0.792 0.748 0.962 0.965 0.968 0.967 0.960 0.387 0.926 0.598 0.970 0.978

Texture 0.691 0.642 0.895 0.853 0.935 0.808 0.888 0.892 0.700 0.941 0.953 0.982

USPS 0.641 0.610 0.975 0.905 0.979 0.941 0.957 0.890 0.705 0.990 0.990 0.995

Weathers 0.769 0.859 0.976 0.961 0.979 0.983 0.983 0.689 0.980 0.979 0.979 0.983

WiFi 0.968 0.974 0.984 0.974 0.983 0.980 0.982 0.961 0.969 0.982 0.975 0.984

Average 0.687 0.696 0.930 0.878 0.946 0.914 0.935 0.735 0.769 0.914 0.951 0.966

Table 6. Comparisons of SC

Dataset ISOMAP LISOMAP t-SNE AtSNE UMAP PtSNE PUMAP DRE DrLIM CE NX-CDR CDR

Animals 0.027 0.062 0.284 0.203 0.372 0.336 0.373 0.437 0.171 0.515 0.376 0.566

Cifar10 0.013 0.022 0.340 0.172 0.453 0.354 0.467 0.593 0.213 0.624 0.442 0.674

Indian Food 0.084 0.072 0.466 0.321 0.610 0.489 0.575 0.390 0.248 0.652 0.502 0.712

Isolet 0.489 0.487 0.596 0.403 0.777 0.575 0.702 -0.102 0.089 0.695 0.558 0.850

MNIST -0.005 0.037 0.313 0.241 0.417 0.322 0.336 0.401 -0.001 0.588 0.487 0.677

Stanford Dogs 0.237 0.205 0.580 0.424 0.692 0.562 0.641 -0.081 0.361 0.156 0.599 0.816

Texture 0.250 0.255 0.471 0.390 0.564 0.423 0.515 0.664 0.192 0.697 0.564 0.788

USPS 0.146 0.195 0.431 0.339 0.650 0.468 0.549 0.636 0.156 0.699 0.633 0.787

Weathers 0.350 0.415 0.549 0.404 0.674 0.509 0.653 0.130 0.404 0.806 0.616 0.831

WiFi 0.634 0.733 0.640 0.445 0.735 0.715 0.706 0.744 0.510 0.755 0.596 0.778

Average 0.222 0.248 0.467 0.334 0.594 0.475 0.552 0.381 0.234 0.619 0.537 0.748



Table 7. Comparisons of running time(s)

Dataset ISOMAP LISOMAP t-SNE AtSNE UMAP PtSNE PUMAP DRE DrLIM CE NX-CDR CDR

Animals 140.65 119.55 2385.71 4.96 9.58 560.75 693.00 444.58 215.56 596.90 661.31 679.23

Cifar10 135.21 110.19 2377.23 4.96 9.74 551.64 703.54 467.11 215.82 631.82 608.24 640.47

Indian Food 15.42 12.82 306.13 4.01 11.82 482.40 587.94 460.05 132.76 264.05 286.68 305.59

Isolet 2.62 2.31 589.23 3.80 4.61 275.58 385.18 350.80 137.08 139.90 153.70 147.60

Mnist 173.41 147.71 2475.91 5.16 8.86 683.59 930.89 583.75 305.94 806.33 852.70 895.81

Stanford dogs 2.25 1.96 44.85 3.57 4.86 249.72 295.91 309.15 82.10 97.48 102.83 103.50

Texture 5.99 4.09 468.51 4.14 5.23 376.78 441.98 303.07 110.20 258.62 272.12 263.68

USPS 42.74 29.17 1295.85 4.22 6.80 410.11 726.78 287.83 140.29 406.73 416.77 423.90

Weathers 0.87 0.75 20.16 3.47 3.34 323.61 544.82 390.39 96.90 145.35 142.93 154.98

Wifi 0.83 0.37 61.98 3.70 4.61 278.31 403.53 341.48 91.92 154.56 153.84 162.90

Average 52.00 42.89 1002.56 4.26 6.94 419.25 571.35 393.82 152.86 348.72 363.68 376.22

measures. It is worth noting that we use class labels as the ground truth
clusters in kNN-CA, NH, DSC, and SC. Although this is a common
practice in evaluating DR techniques [60, 92], the possible class-cluster
mismatching [8] should be aware. In our experiments, we choose
datasets with well-known cluster structures to address this issue.

4.1.2 Comparison Results

Table 1 to Table 6 present the quantitative comparison of well-known
existing techniques with CDR on 10 datasets with respect to each of
the six measures. From Table 1 and Table 2, it is observed that CDR
achieves the best average Trustworthiness than other techniques, but its
average Continuity is slightly lower than t-SNE, UMAP, PtSNE, and
PUMAP. The main reason is that the calculation of Continuity includes
false neighbors. Removing false neighbors in the embedding space,
although improves the embedding quality, results in a decrease of Con-
tinuity. This is verified by the results on correcting false neighbors.
According to Table 3 and Table 4, CDR achieves the best performance
in most datasets in terms of kNN-CA and Neighbor Hit, demonstrat-
ing its improved neighborhood accuracy and ability to correct false
neighbors. In terms of visual cluster separation, Table 5 and Table 6
show that CDR outperforms all other techniques in DSC and SC. Fig. 6
shows the embedding results of the selected techniques on three typical
datasets. CDR presents a much clearer visual cluster separation in the
embedding results. In conclusion, CDR achieves comparable quality
to t-SNE and UMAP in terms of preserving neighborhood structures.
Considering the false neighbors, CDR outperforms all other techniques
in terms of preserving correct neighborhood structures. CDR also
achieves the best performance in terms of visual cluster separation.

4.1.3 Results of Ablation Experiments

We compare the performance of CE, NX-CDR, and CDR to evaluate
the effectiveness of the adapted NT-Xent and the proposed gradient
redefinition. In terms of preserving neighborhood structures, NX-CDR
performs better than CE. CDR achieves higher average Trustworthiness
but lower average Continuity than NX-CDR (see Table 1 and Table 2).
In terms of correcting false neighbors, NX-CDR also performs better
than CE. CDR performs better than NX-CDR (see Table 3 and Table 4).
Again, the results suggest that Continuity is distorted by false neighbors.
In terms of visual cluster separation, CDR outperforms CE and NX-
CDR in DSC and SC for all datasets (see Table 5 and Table 6). In
conclusion, the adapted NT-Xent has positive effects on preserving
correct neighborhood structures. The proposed gradient redefinition is
effective in improving visual cluster separation.

4.1.4 Runtime Performance

Table 7 shows the running time of the evaluated techniques. Among
them AtSNE and UMAP are the fastest with the cost of slightly de-
creased quality than t-SNE. CDR runs faster than original t-SNE, but
much slower than other non-parametric techniques. Among parametric
techniques, CDR runs faster than PtSNE and PUMAP, which are the
parametric version of t-SNE and UMAP. In our experiments, we use
the same backbone network in DRE and CDR. Therefore, they have
similar time performances. DrLIM achieves better time performance
than CDR because it has a simpler loss function. Generally, parametric
techniques run slower than non-parametric ones due to their training
process. However, it is worthwhile to develop parametric techniques
not only because of the better embedding qualities, but also parametric

techniques offer several opportunities to DR applications. We will
discuss these opportunities in Section 5.

4.2 User Study

We have conducted a user study to evaluate the ability of CDR with-
out user steering to present well-separated clusters in terms of visual
perception. In particular, we focus on the cluster identification task to
test whether projected clusters are well separated and easily recognized
by users. We consider two state-of-the-art DR techniques, t-SNE and
UMAP, as baseline techniques and compare them with CDR. We put
forward two hypotheses to verify:

• H1: CDR performs better in identifying clusters;

• H2: CDR consumes less time for identifying clusters;

Tasks. We designed a controlled experiment for evaluating the per-
formance of cluster identification. They were tested using the three DR
techniques on 20 datasets. 10 of them are the same as described Sec-
tion 4.1. The remainings are described in the appendix. The controlled
experiment was based on the cluster identification task (E1) described
in Xia et al. [84]. We followed the same task design and asked each
participant to complete 3(techniques)× 20(datasets) = 60 trials for
identifying clusters.

Participants, Apparatus, and Procedure. We recruited 20 partici-
pants (16 males and 4 females) for the user study, aged 23 to 27. None
of them reported color blindness or color weakness. All the participants
are graduate students with research experience in data visualization. To
remove any bias from the analysis processes, we adopted the same test-
ing application described in Xia et al. [84] and integrated CDR and the
baseline techniques. All the participants took the experiments one by
one on standard desktop computers in our research lab. Each computer
is equipped with a standard keyboard, a mouse, and a DELL 27-inch
U2720QM monitor. The computer has a 2,560×1,440 screen resolution
and chrome browser. The two experiments were conducted based on
the same procedure described in Xia et al. [84]. In the controlled ex-
periment, instead of randomly selecting datasets and DR techniques
for each trial, we adopted a Latin square design where the datasets
were sorted based on a Latin square upon which one of the three DR
techniques was randomly selected for a trial. Compared with Xia et
al. [84], this design minimizes the potential learning effects resulting
from visualizing the datasets in certain orders. To evaluate the results of
the two experiments, we adopted similar analysis conditions, statistical
measures, and analysis approaches described in Xia et al. [84]. Here,
the Shapiro-Wilk test and Paired Wilcoxon test were added to validate
the normality in precision/recall and completion time, respectively.

Results. The results of precision and recall values for the con-
trolled experiment are displayed in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b). Among
the three techniques, CDR has the best precision (80.68%) and re-
call (69.29%). There is a relatively small difference between t-SNE
and UMAP on precision (65.64% and 66.25%, respectively) and re-
call (55.49% and 55.50%, respectively). The Friedman tests show
statistical significance of precision (X 2(2) = 14.8, p < 0.05) and

recall(X 2(2) = 17.5, p < 0.05). Therefore, hypothesis H1 is con-
firmed. In terms of the average completion time (Fig. 7(c)), both
CDR and UMAP show better performance (14.481s and 14.603s, re-
spectively) than t-SNE (16.592s). The Friedman tests show statistical
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Fig. 6. Comparison among different techniques on datasets Isolet, MNIST and Texture.

significance of average completion time (X 2(2) = 10.8, p < 0.05).
However, although CDR has a slightly shorter completion time than
UMAP, there is no statistical significance between them. As a conse-
quence, the hypothesis H2 was partially confirmed.

We conducted a post-interview to subjectively compare CDR with t-
SNE and UMAP by reviewing their results side by side for each dataset.
All participants agree that CDR performs better than t-SNE and UMAP
in terms of presenting visually separated cluster patterns. They point
out that the clearer visual separation makes them more confident in
identifying clusters. However, they also feel somewhat uncertain about
the results, as the ground truth is unknown. Some participants point
out that providing the quality measures, such as Trustworthiness and
Continuity, can strengthen their confidence.

Fig. 7. The results of the user study. (a)–(c) The statistics of precision,
recall, and completion time for the objective task.

4.3 Case Studies

In this section, we demonstrate how users can use the visual interface
and the link-based interactions to steer the embeddings for visual cluster
analysis. Using the visual interface, we carried out analyses on two
datasets: an image dataset Animals [26] and a tabular dataset WiFi [12].

Animals. The Animals dataset contains 10000 animal images. Each
image is encoded into a 512-dimensional feature vector as mentioned
in Section 3.4. Using the default parameters, the data were embedded
into the scatterplot view, as shown in Fig. 1(e). 11 clusters were
observed. However, there was a much smaller cluster at the top left
corner. Hoovering over points in this cluster and its neighboring two
clusters, we found both the small cluster and the cluster at the top
left corner contained butterfly images. Switched to the image mode,
we found that the larger cluster contained images where butterflies
dominate the foreground, while the smaller cluster contained images
where the backgrounds dominate. That is why they formed two clusters.
However, considering the interest is in animals, we would like to merge
the two clusters into one. Therefore, we added a must link between
the two clusters. As merging two clusters is essential to align the two
clusters’ centers, we chose the two ends of the must link to be the
butterfly images near the two cluster centers. After re-embedding, the
two clusters were successfully merged (Fig. 1(g)). Some spider images
were observed at the boundary of the merged cluster (e.g., Fig. 1(g) A).
We thus further improved the results by adding more links. We first
added a cannot link between one of the spider images at the boundary
and a nearby butterfly image to push away the mis-clustered spider



Fig. 8. The case of the Animals dataset. (a) The species of animals in
each cluster. (b) Three must links are imposed between chicken and dog
cluster in three interactions. (c) Updated embedding result.
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Fig. 9. The case of the WiFi dataset. (a)–(c) The initial embedding,
embedding after one cannot link, and embedding after one must link,
respectively. (d)–(f) The parallel coordinates plots of C1, C2, and C3,
respectively.

images. We then added a must link between one of the mis-clustered
spider images and a spider image near the center of the spider cluster to
attract them together. Fig. 1(h) shows the results. With only the three
links added, our method successfully merged the two butterfly clusters
and separated the spider images. This demonstrated the effectiveness
of adding links to improve clustering results. However, added links
are expected to assist the similarity measure to improve the clustering
results, rather than being the dominant factor to determine the clustering
results. We thus expect some resistance of our method to “bad” links
added. To verify this, we added a must link between two significantly
different clusters: chicken and dog. As shown at the top of Fig. 8(b),
the overall clustering pattern remained unchanged. It was not until
three must links were added (Fig. 8(b)) then the chicken and the dog
clusters were merged (Fig. 8(c)), in comparison to the only one must
link needed to merge the two butterfly clusters. This demonstrated
some degree of resistance of our method to “bad” links. Meanwhile,
the Trustworthiness and Continuity measures were also significantly
decreased (from 0.910 to 0.757 and 0.910 to 0.853, respectively).

WiFi. We then moved on to analyze the clustering results on the
WiFi dataset. This dataset contains 2000 vectors recording the sig-
nal strengths at 2000 locations in four rooms (500 locations in each
room). There are 7 routers in the space, from which the received signal
strengths constitute the 7 dimensions of each vector. A good clustering
of these vectors is expected to correspond to the four different rooms.
Fig. 9 (a) shows the embedding results using the default parameters.
Five clusters were observed rather than four as expected. The problem
seemed to lie in the three clusters (C1, C2, C3) that were closely posi-
tioned at the bottom right. We would like to find the reasons and thus
had a closer examination of their parallel coordinates. It is observed
that the data points in C1 and C2 did exhibit similar patterns in parallel
coordinates (Fig. 9 (d), (e)). The distributions along the dimensions
had large overlaps, especially along A0, A1, A2, A3, and A4. This

means a large number of data points (locations) in C1 and C2 had
similar distances to these routers. We considered that is why C1 and
C2 were closely positioned in the embedding space. To refine the CDR
to better distinguish locations in the two clusters, we added a cannot
link. The re-embedding results showed the successful separation of the
two clusters (Fig. 9 (b)). We then examined C3. C3 had much smaller
number of data points, which indicated it was separated from its main
cluster. Comparing the parallel coordinates between C3 (Fig. 9 (f))
and C1/C2, it can be observed that C3 had very different distributions
along A0 and A3 compared with C1 and C2. However, along the other
5 dimensions, the distributions of C3 were fully enclosed by the dis-
tributions of C2. Together with the closest positions of C3 and C2 in
the embedding space, these were strong indications that the locations
in C3 should be in the same room as those in C2. Their differences
along A0 and A3 explained their separation, but these were more likely
due to obstacles in the room. Based on the reasoning, we would like
to refine the CDR to merge C2 and C3. We thus added a must link
between C2 and C3. After re-embedding, the results had four well
-separated clusters as expected (Fig. 9 (c)), demonstrating the improved
dimensionality reduction for visual cluster analysis.

Lesson Learned. Our case studies show that the link-based interac-
tion is very efficient. To merge similar clusters or separate dissimilar
clusters, only one or two links are needed. Regarding ”bad” links, such
as must links between dissimilar clusters, our technique shows some
degree of resistance. Three or more links are required for counterfactual
interactions. Users should be aware of the power of the interactions
when exploring cluster patterns. A suggestion is using the embedding
quality measures as the indication of whether the interaction is correct.

5 DISCUSSIONS

Opportunities of Parametric Techniques. Although parametric tech-
niques are generally slower than non-parametric ones, they provide an
explicit representation of the learned manifold mapping, which can be
reused in new datasets and shared among multiple users. This brings
several application opportunities for parametric techniques, such as fast
embedding of new out-of-sample data [67,75], federated learning-based
joint projection [83], and reusing edited embedding on similar datasets.
These applications are non-trivial for non-parametric techniques.

Comparison between parametric and non-parametric DR tech-
niques. On the one hand, the parametric DR techniques run much
slower than non-parametric ones, such as AtSNE and UMAP. The
main reason is that the training process for parametric techniques is
time-consuming. On the other hand, the proposed CDR achieves better
embedding quality than all evaluated techniques in terms of both ac-
curacy and visual cluster separation. Critical issues of non-parametric
techniques, including the false neighbors and missing neighbors. With
well-designed contrastive settings, we alleviated this issue and thus im-
proved the embedding quality. We also would like to point out that only
a parametric framework cannot address the issues of false neighbors
and missing neighbors. For example, PtSNE [75] and PUMAP [67]
performs worse than their non-parametric counterparts, t-SNE, and
UMAP, respectively. The proposed CDR is the first parametric DR
technique that achieves comparable embedding quality with state-of-
the-art non-parametric techniques.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an interactive visual cluster analysis approach.
We introduce contrastive learning into dimensionality reduction, pro-
pose a gradient redefinition technique, and enable link-based interac-
tions on the embedding. The experiments and user study show that the
proposed CDR outperforms existing DR techniques in preserving neigh-
borhood structures, correcting false neighbors, and visually separating
clusters. Case studies demonstrate the effectiveness of the link-based
interactions.
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